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The World’s First Pneumatic Endoscope Manipulator Holds
Promise for Quality Surgery
--University-Launched Venture Releasing Revolutionary Surgical Assist Robot -Riverfield Inc. will begin selling in August the world’s first pneumatically controlled
surgical assist robot that can smoothly manipulate endoscopes to increase a surgeon’s
control and precision.
Riverfield, a Tokyo-based venture company (president: Daisuke Haraguchi) launched
by Tokyo Institute of Technology (Tokyo Tech) and Tokyo Medical and Dental
University (TMDU), has built a compact, lightweight and easy-to-use surgical assist
robot called EMARO. EMARO will be marketed by Tokyo-based Hogy Medical Co.
(president: Junichi Hoki), Japan’s top maker of medical equipment.
EMARO resulted from more than 10 years of research on pneumatic, ultra-precision
manipulation by Associate Professor Kotaro Tadano of Tokyo Tech’s Precision and
Intelligence Laboratory and Professor Kenji Kawashima of TMDU’s Institute of
Biomaterials and Bioengineering.

Background of EMARO development
Minimally invasive operations are rapidly gaining popularity over traditional surgery
as they promise rapid post-operative recovery and leave much smaller scars.
Particularly popular are operations that employ endoscopes.
An endoscope-based surgical operation requires a second doctor to serve as scopist,
one who is skilled at controlling the device. Such surgeries present unique risks, such
as communication difficulties between the operating surgeon and the scopist, or
camera shake. New equipment is needed that can overcome these problems. At the
same time, conventional motor-driven endoscope manipulating robots are not ideal
in terms of operational subtlety and delicacy, paling in comparison with pneumatically
driven models.

Basic description of EMARO
EMARO controls the endoscope by sensing
vertical and horizontal movements of the
surgeon’s head, through a gyroscope that is
worn on the forehead. The endoscope has
four degrees of freedom for movement:
forward and backward (insertion and
removal), up and down, left and right, and
rotation. The surgeon directs this motion by
controlled movements of his head and by
operating switches with his feet.

EMARO (exterior view)

Until now, pneumatic manipulation technologies have not been able to provide the
smooth and continuous movement needed for highly precise control of surgical
devices. Professors Tadano and Kawashima overcame this hurdle by creating an
advanced model with continuous air pressure control and an original manipulation
technique. Their success owes much to Tokyo Tech Professor Toshiharu Kagawa, who
had scored impressive results over decades of research in the field of fluid
measurement and control.
Pneumatic driving makes it possible for robots to move gently and smoothly. It has
been used extensively in industrial robots, particularly for grasping and holding
objects. Moreover, the pneumatic approach makes it possible to create a compact and
lightweight design; sufficient power can be obtained by injecting or extracting air
through a cylinder no larger than a standard syringe — about 10 mm in diameter.
Consequently, the operating surgeon can receive clear endoscopic images without
camera shake, resulting in more precise surgeries. Also, EMARO, taking the role of a
scopist, can be useful in smaller hospitals that have a shortage of doctors, allowing
more patients to undergo laparoscopic surgery.

What comes next?
EMARO is the first in a series of surgical assist robots that will use ultra-precision
pneumatic manipulation technology. Development is now underway for a system that
uses the pneumatic drive design and incorporates forceps. As its primary feature, this
system will be able to detect the force exerted on the forceps through air pressure,
and will feed this sensory information back to the operating surgeon. This is called
force sensing.
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With surgical assist robots, the surgeon sits in front of a console placed off the patient,
and operates the controls with both hands. While observing endoscope images, the
surgeon can manipulate forceps and the endoscope. With force sensing, the surgeon
will feel as if he were directly working on the patient, which is likely to help improve
surgical accuracy.
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● Specifications of EMARO
Item

Description

Product name
Model
Product summary

Endoscope holder EMARO
EMR‐RS01
Specific medical equipment for
maintenance purposes

Market
Driving technology
Degree of movement

Japan
Pneumatic‐driven
4 degrees (vertical, lateral,
longitudinal, rotational)
732mm (W) x 1,743mm (D) x
1,933mm (H)
125kg
AC100V; 50/60Hz
 Head sensor (vertical, lateral)
 Foot switch (longitudinal,
rotational)
 Manual switch (vertical, lateral,
longitudinal, rotational)
 Console panel (vertical, lateral,
longitudinal, rotational)
5 speeds for each axis of motion
Respiratory surgery, general
surgery, urology, gynecology
Commercially available rigid
models (φ10mm, φ5mm)

Dimensions
Weight
Rated voltage/Frequency
Operational interface

Range of speed
Clinical areas for use
Applicable endoscope

Note

Notification acceptance
number: 13B3X10174000001
Category 5: optics equipment

At full length
Excluding accessories

Controlled on the console panel
Parts available for fixing the
stroboscopic camera head

● Riverfield Inc. (URL: http://www.riverfieldinc.com)

-

Founded: May 20, 2014
Address: 7-3-4, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku, Tokyo
Capitalization: 210 million yen
President: Daisuke Haraguchi
No. of employees: 16
Business line: Development and marketing of medical equipment, including
surgical assist robots

- History:
 Launched by Tokyo Tech researchers, including Visiting Professor Kenji
Kawashima (TMDU professor) and Associate Professor Kotaro Tadano, as a
venture firm to provide a wide range of surgery-support robots based on
their original technologies for pneumatic high-precision manipulation.
 The company dates to the project to develop minimally invasive surgical
robots using precision gas control technology (lead researcher: Prof.
Tadano). This was part of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology’s Program for Creating Start-ups from Advanced Research
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and Technology (START). START aims to translate university R&D results
into practical applications.
 Riverfield has full support from JAFCO Co., Ltd., a private equity company,
as promoter of its businesses.

For more information, contact:


Tokyo Institute of Technology (Center for Public Affairs and Communications)
Email: media@jim.titech.ac.jp
Phone: 03-5734-2975
Fax: 03-5734-3661



Tokyo Medical and Dental University (Public relations group)
Email: kouhou.adm@cmn.tmd.ac.jp
Phone: 03-5803-5011
Fax: 03-5803-0272



Riverfield Inc.
Email: info@riverfieldinc.com
Phone: 03-5332-8250
Fax: 03-5332-8251
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